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The objective of the Forest Sector Project at  IIASA is to  study long- 
term development alternatives for the forest sector on a global basis. 
The emphasis in the Project is on issues of major relevance to industrial 
and governmental policy makers in different regions of the world who are 
responsible for forestry policy, forest industrial strategy, and related 
trade policies. 
The key elements of structural change in the forest industry are 
related to a variety of issues concerning demand, supply, and interna- 
tional trade of wood products. Such issues include the development of 
the global economy and population, new wood products and substitution 
for wood products, future supply of roundwood and alternative fiber 
sources, technology development for forestry and industry, pollution 
regulations, cost competitiveness, tariffs and non-tariff trade barriers, 
etc. The aim of the Project is to analyze the consequences of future 
expectations and assumptions concerning such substantive issues. 
The research program of the Project includes an aggregated analysis 
of long-term development of international trade in wood products, and 
thereby analysis of the development of wood resources, forest industrial 
production and demand in different world regions. The other main 
research activity is a detailed analysis of the forest sector in individual 
countries. Research on these mutually supporting topics is carried out 
simultaneously in collaboration between IIASA and the collaborating insti- 
tutions of the Project. 
The purpose of this paper is to serve as a background paper both for 
detailed national forest sector analysis as well as for the analysis of the 
global development. The paper discusses substantive issues related to 
the evaluation of the forest sector. A set  of policy alternatives for coping 
various problems (in particular those related to dynamics) have been dis- 
cussed as well. 
Markku Kallio 
Project Leader 
Forest Sector Project 
This paper gives a mathematical description of a long-term proto- 
type model developed as a part of IIASA's Forest Sector Project. The 
model is developed for analyzing in a 20-30 years perspective, the impact 
of cost competitiveness and wood availability on the structural change of 
the forest sector under investigation. The model is intended to be used 
by decision makers at  strategic dscussions about possible futures of the 
forest sector. 
The model consists of two symmetric competing forest sectors -- one 
for the national forest sector under investigation; and one for competing 
forest sectors of other countries. Each forest sector covers all activities 
ranging from timber growth to the consumption of forest industrial pro- 
ducts such as paper (pulp), sawnwood and panels. Ths is represented in 
the model through eight modules: Demand of products, product market, 
forest industry, roundwood market, forest management, inventory of 
standing volume, construction sector and regulation of the forest sector. 
In this paper each of the modules is described and the mathematical 
equations are presented. 
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Lars Lonnstedt 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper gives a mathematical description of a long-term proto- 
type model developed as a part of IIASA's Forest Sector Project (Adams e t  
al, 1982). The model is developed for analyzing in a 20-30 years perspec- 
tive, the impact of cost competitiveness and wood availability on the 
structural change of the forest sector under investigation (Grossmann 
and Lonnstedt, 1Q83a). The model is able to produce scenarios for the 
forest sector (1) under different assumptions about the economic 
environment of the forest sector or (2) when different policies are 
applied. The model is intended for interactive use a t  strategic discus- 
sions in ministries, companies, and other organizations concerned with 
the future of the forest sector (Grossmann and Lonnstedt, 1983b). 
Given the assumptions that the sector under study is able to com- 
pete, that wood is available, and that no better investment opportunities 
exist outside the sector, the model produces a scenario where the sector 
will keep its long-term market share. The long-term price will follow the 
long-term development of processing costs. However, the market share 
and price will fluctuate around these trends due to, for example, informa- 
tion delays, planning time, and building time whch will cause excess 
demand or excess supply (Flgure 1). Unfavorable cost development, lim- 
ited wood resources or opportunities for better investment outside the 
sector will alter this scenario in the sense that the market share for the 
sector under investigation will decrease. If this share already is small 
and the sector under investigation is not the price leader, the price will 
remain unchanged. Actions taken by the sector will, however, change the 
scenario. 
f i g u r e  1. The capacity and production levels of Canadian newsprint pa- 
per industry 1914-1974 and export prices for Swedish newsprint paper. 
(Source: Kalgraf and Lonnstedt 1981). 
Existing forest sector models (Lonnstedt and Randers 1979, Adams 
and Haynes 1980, Kalgraf and Lonnstedt 1981 Kallio e t  al. 1982, Kuulu- 
vainen and Seppala 1982) as well as the general economic theory lie 
behnd  the construction of the model (e.g. ,  Douglas 1979, Gold 1971, 
Layard and Walters 1978, Cohen and Cyert 1965). The demand and supply 
curves are  indirectly represented. One main assumption is that the sys- 
tem is all the time trying to  equalize potential demand and supply, but 
never succeeds due to delays (Grossmann and Lonnstedt, 1983b). A simu- 
lation approach will be used where the solution is found recursively over 
time. 
The model consists of two symmetric competing forest sectors -- one 
for the national forest sector under investigation; and the other 
represents competing forest sectors of other countries (see Figure 2)'. 
Each forest sector covers all activities ranging from timber growth to the 
consumption of forest industrial products such as paper (pulp), sawn- 
wood, and panels. 
In the text to  follow, the general structure of the model system is 
described starting from an  aggregated level, i.e., the linkage between 
demand and supply will be described (1). Then comes the description of 
the modules making up supply (2). A t  the end, these modules will be 
presented in a somewhat more detailed form (3). 
(1) In principle, each sector is thus defined by domestic long-term 
demand and supply of forest industry products and by a product market. 
Pnzde is introduced by linking the two sectors. T h s  means that imports 
of forest industrial products and roundwood are introduced on the 
domestic markets. At  the same time, the forest sector under investiga- 
tion has the possibility to  export its products. Exogenous variables are 
GDP, size of population, price of substitutes, exchange rate,  price of input 
factors and technological change. 
The price of the bulk products studied, which is essential for the 
feed-back mechanisms that exist in the model, is defined by the aggre- 
gated long-term demand and long-term supply for the two sectors. For 
example increasing relative price of forest products will after some time 
decrease the demand of forest industry products which in its turn  will 
affect the price. Price also affects supply via profits and investments. 
Decreasing price means, everything else unchanged, reduced profit per 
product unit, and less money for investments. Less investments in new 
capacity will after some years reduce long-term supply of forest industry 
products, which in turn will increase the price. 
(2) Supply of forest industry products from each forest sector is in 
the model made up of five submodels or modules representing: 1) forest 
industry; 2) roundwood market; 3) forest management; 4) inventory of 
standing volume; and 5) regulation. The linkage of these modules to the 
rest of the system are  carried out through the forest industry module. 
Potential supply and processing costs are given to the product market 
module, from which product price, actual demand and market imbalance 
are received. 
* A more detailed verbal description of the model structure is to be found in Wnnstedt 
(1083). 
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f i g u r e  2. Outline of the prototype model used on the forest sector under 
investigation and competing forest sectors. The linkage between the 
modules consists essentially of price and quantity information. From the 
construction sector module new capacity is received. The regulation 
module specifies quantibative restrictions (marked by dotted lines). As 
exogenous variables are GDP, size of population, prices of substitutes, ex- 
change rates, and prices of input factors other than wood and technologi- 
cal development treated. 
The forest industry module defines production capacity and process- 
ing costs. The wood raw material base for the industry is the domestic 
forest resources and import of wood. Gross felling, import of wood, and 
delivery price are defined in the roundwood market module. Potential 
supply based on existing forest resources and harvesting capacity, as well 
as the harvesting costs are calculated in the forest management module. 
The regulation module allows regulation of investments in new industry 
capacity and gross felling. 
(3) The linkage between the "supply modules" is important for the 
definitions of different variables as well as the feed-back mechanisms. A 
detailed specification of the linkage between the modules can be found in 
Flgure 3. 
The forest indus t ry  module gives potential demand for wood and 
maximum stumpage price to the wood market and receives delivery price 
and actual supply of wood. Production capacity and potential demand 
also is given to the forest management module. Ths is another example 
of a feed-back mechanism -- the higher the demand of wood, the higher 
the supply and thus the delivery price. Everythng else unchanged the 
increase of price will affect demand. What will actually happen depends 
on the development of actual demand, product prices, harvesting costs, 
and wood availability. 
Another feedback mechanism, which is actual for those countries 
where regulation of the forest sector exist, is between the forest industry 
module and the regulation module. Production capacity is given to the 
regulation module which gives back recommended investments in new 
capacity. Recommended investments are defined from production capa- 
city, increment and standing volume. 
From the capital sector module investment cost of new capacity and 
required use of input factors per produced output unit (for simplicity 
called "efficiency") is received. 
An important feed-back mechanism inside the forest industry 
module is described in the following. A n  increase of the price will, every- 
thing else unchanged, increase the profit and the cash flow. More money 
will be available for investments. Investments in new capacity will 
increase the total production volume and also reduce the production cost 
per unit due to higher efficiency for new equipment. The result will be an 
increase in the profit, and so on. 
The linkage between the roundwood market  and industry modules 
have been described above. From the forest management module, the 
roundwood market module receives potential supply and harvesting cost. 
It gives back actual demand and delivery price. Ths  is the same type of 
feedback mechanism as the one between forest industry and roundwood 
market which is also true when it comes to the linkage between the 
roundwood market and regulation module. The latter module receives 
standing volume and increment from the inventory module and actual 
supply from the roundwood module. It gives back allowable cut. 
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f igure  3. Linkages between the modules of one forest sector. 
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In the roundwood market module, timber balance is defined as the 
ratio between potential demand of wood and total drain. (Total drain is 
defined as actual supply of wood plus mortality.) Timber balance is given 
to the regulation module where it affects the "regulation power" of the 
forest industry and the roundwood market. The tighter the timber bal- 
ance, the harder the regulation. 
The linkages between the forest m a n a g e m e n t  module and the round- 
wood market and forest industry modules have already been described. 
Increased utilization of the forest resources, as it is measured by the 
timber balance, means longer transport distances and when the resource 
really are limited, probably utilization of even low quality stands. Thls will 
increase the cost of wood for the industry which, if all other thngs are 
unchanged, will reduce demand. As for the forest industry module, 
investment cost for new capacity and new equipment, required use of 
input factors per harvested cubic meter (called efficiency) are received 
from the capital sector module. The internal feedback mechanism is the 
same as for the forest industry module - increased profit due, for exam- 
ple, to increased delivery price; increases when everythng else is 
unchanged, the harvesting capacity; reduces cost per harvested cubic 
meter which increases the total profit, and so on. 
The i nven to ry  module keeps track on the standing volurne. From the 
wood market module the actual cut is received. Standing volume and 
increment are given to the regulation module and total drain to the 
roundwood market module. The linkages between the regulation and the 
capital sector modules and the rest of the system have already been 
described. 
Each of the eight modules is described in the following text. Each 
section contains a description of how each module is constructed, and the 
mathematical equations are also presented. Possible future extensions of 
the model is also pointed out. 
2. DEMAND OF FOREST INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 
Demand per capita for paper (pulp), sawnwood, and panels, can for 
example be defined by a logistic function of GDP per capita, and product 
price relative to price of substitutes* (Fgures 4 and 5) .  Total demand is 
calculated by multiplying demand per capita with size of population. 
Demand for fuelwood relative to total demand of wood, ~ ( t ) ,  can be calcu- 
lated along the same principles, but in t h s  model version, in order to 
simphfy, is defined as a constant shares of demand for wood raw material. 
* The chosen function is just one of several candidates here as well as later on in the paper. 
The function is an example for giving structure to the model. The final choice must be made 
after looking at the data for the forest sector under investigation. In order to simplify some 
equations will be divided into two or several parts and denoted with a numerical index at- 
tached to the symbol for the main function. 
kg per capita 
GDP per capita 
(US$ 1975) 
f igure 4. Example of a demand function (1.3) for paper and paperboard 
in Western Europe. Estimated parameter values are al = 0.14d-03, az = 
-2243.6, a4 = 41.8, and a5 = 142.8. No substitution to or from other pro- 
ducts is assumed to have taken place, i.e., ag = 0 (Figure 5). (Sources: 
UN Statistical Yearbook, Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics and 
FA0 Yearbook of Forest Products). 
kg per capita 
GDP per capita 
(US$ 1969) 
figure 5. Consumption of paper and paperboard per capita in 62 coun- 
tries 1969 (marked by "0" and 1979 (marked by "nu). It is difficult to ob- 
serve any general substitution effect. By experimenting with different 
parameter values of as, possible substitution effects in the future for ex- 
ample between paper and telernatic can be illustrated. (Sources as for 
Flgure 4 and Wibe 1983). 
where* 
i = refers to forest industry 
t = time (year) 
dli =equation used for calculating potential demand, affects how 
quickly changes in potential demand per capita takes place 
a = constant parameter ++ 
G = gross domestic production in real terms (&/capita and year)+++ 
dzi =equation used for calculating substitution effect on potential 
demand 
p = price (US$/ton) 
1 = refers to substitutes 
di = potential demand (ton/year) 
P = size of population (number of mhabitants) 
Demand for paper (pulp), sawnwood, and panels will, in t h s  version of 
the model, be aggregated in the market module into just one demand 
curve. The output of the forest industry is thus only one product. The 
industrial demand for wood together with the demand for fuelwood meet 
the supply of wood in the roundwood market. The principles outlined in 
this paper can easily be followed in future versions of the model when the 
number of products are increased. Another important aim in future 
model versions is to relate the demand functions to the end use of wood 
based products. 
Sawnwood, panels, and pulp can be considered as bulk products the 
prices of which are determined by the conditions of an international 
market -- in t h s  case defined by the two forest sectors under study. 
Thus, after getting total potential demand from the demand modules and 
total potential supply from the industry modules, the market module 
determines: 
a) the product price (in US$) which is the same for the two sectors 
under investigation 
b) the ratio between aggregated potential demand and aggregated 
potential supply, which is called market imbalance. 
* The verbal definitions of variables will after presenting the equations be repeated until the 
variable has been defined by an equation. The verbal definitions of exogenous variables and 
constant parameter will always be repeated. A list of all variables with explanation is in ap- 
pendix 2. 
**  The indices refers to one equation at time and thus start from the beginning for the next 
equation. 
*** # will be used for notifying the local currency for the forest sector under investigation. 
Market PFice 
The principle for formulating the price in the product market is to 
calculate what long-term price is needed in order to cover both variable 
and fixed costs. The price is calculated as the long-term average variable 
cost for those producers supplying the market plus a mark up for 
required long term return on capital. As a weight when calculating the 
average variable cost the quantity produced by each producer has been 
used. Mark up can for example be defined by an exponential function of 
the market imbalance (Figure 6). Excess supply implies a lower mark-up 
than a market with excess demand. Market imbalance information is 
somewhat delayed in the model. Therefore, it will take some time for the 
price to change when the market situation changes. 
where 
bi = market imbalance 
T = indicates a time difference compared with actual time, t (year) 
j = refers to competing forest sector 
si = potential supply (tonlyear) 
oi = mark up 
pi = market price (US$/ton) 
vi = variable cost (&/ton) 
z = exchange rate (6/US$) 
Ci = capacity (ton) 
Import is determined as a delayed share of potential demand. The 
share can for example be defined by a logistic function of relative pro- 
cessing cost, taking transportation cost into consideration (Figure 7) 
(Considine et  a1 1983, see also Andersson and Persson 1982). Export is 
calculated in the same way but using the conditions in the competing 
forest sector for which potential demand is calculated following the same 
principles as for the forest sector under investigation. Depending on the 
actual case it can be necessary to introduce trade with one more market. 
The same principle as those outlined can be followed. 
Mark up 
0 .  ---- 
0 .  8 .20  0.  A 0  0.60 8 . 8 0  1.00 1.20 
Market imbalance 
f i gure  6. Example of mark up defined as an exponential function (3) of 
market imbalance. The parameter values for the function are al = 0.038, 
az = 7.12, a3 = 0.559 and a4 = -1.838. As an alternative to the exponential 
function a linear function could be used within a limited range, for exam- 
ple 0.91bi(t)ll.l.  Plotted in the figure is gross profit for the Swedish 
forest industry related to a calculated value of capacity utilization. The 
capacity utilization when production is peaking is assumed to be 0.95 of 
the capacity. The values thus calculated have been related to the average 
capacity utilization. (Sources: Yearbook of Forest Product, Yearbook of 
Swedish Forest Statistics and SOS Industry). 
Import share 
Relative cost 
Figure 7. Examples of import relative to potential domestic demand of 
forest industry products defined as a logistic function (5.2) of domestic 
production cost related to production cost and transportation cost for 
imported goods. The parameter values for the functions are al = 1.0, az = 
0, 0.25 respectively 0.5, and a3 = 4.25. From a theoretical point of view 
one could expect half of the domestic consumption to be imported when 
relative cost equals one, i.e. az = 0. Politics, economic communities, and 
traditions are some reasons for a deviation (Nagy 1983). Plotted in the 
figure is Austrian import share of sawlogs related to domestic price as a 
share of import price of sawlogs. 
where 
hi = domestic production cost related to production and transporta- 
tion cost for imported products. 
vi = variable cost (US$/ton) 
zi = exchange rate (&/US$) 
mi =import relative to potential domestic demand 
kl  = transportation cost between mill and market and custom duties 
as a share of variable cost 
Mi = import (ton/year) 
5 = export relative to potential demand of forest products in com- 
peting forest sectors 
Xi = export (ton/year) 
A c M  Demand and Supply 
The price that is fixed for a specific time period generates potential 
demand and supply. If potential demand is greater than potential supply 
then the actual demand and supply will be equal to potential supply. If it 
is the other way around the actual demand and supply will be equal to 
potential demand. In the long run demand and forest industry capacity 
will follow each other. This means that inventory fluctuations can be 
neglected. There will of course be periods when potential demand 
exceeds potential supply, triggering price increases that increase pro- 
duction capacity and decrease the potential demand -and vice versa if 
there is an excess supply (compare Figure I). At the same time demand 
and supply change due to income changes and changes in technology. If 
everything remains unchanged or develops in the same way the market 
shares of the two forest sectors in the model will also be unchanged. If 
the competitive conditions are getting worse for one of the sectors or if it 
faces limited wood resources the market share of t h s  sector will 
decrease (if not actions are taken for offsetting those disadvantages). 
Actual demand and supply is in the module calculated as the 
minimum value of potential demand and potential supply taking export 
and import into consideration. 
where 
Si = actual supply (tonlyear) 
si = potential supply (ton/year) 
4. FOKEST INDUSTRY 
In the forest industry module the long-term potential supply is 
determined taking an eventual shortage of wood deliveries into considera- 
tion. The module consists of three submodels: a) gross profit module, b) 
cash flow module, and c) production capacity module. 
4.1 Gross Prof it 
Gross profit is defined by subtracting total variable costs from total 
income. Gross margin is gross profit as a share of total income. Gross 
profit for the forest sector under investigation is in the model calculated 
through adding profit for domestically sold products to profit for 
exported products. The difference in profit between these two types of 
sales is explained by differences in transportation costs. The market 
price, expressed in US dollars, is transferred into the national currency. 
The long term development of variable costs is in the model depen- 
dent on the development of input factor costs and efficiency in utilization 
of the input factors (output-input-ration). The intention of the model is, 
as was described in Section 1, to study long term structural changes due 
to  changed cost competitiveness or limited wood resources. Short term 
changes in the marginal cost due to changed capacity utilization will be 
neglected. Furthermore, the model will be operating with an average 
variable cost for all those mills included in that  industrial branch under 
investigation. 
The variable costs are in this version of the model calculated from 
two groups of input factors: wood and other input factors. The formula- 
tion assumes fixed coefficients for labor and capital usage. This means 
that  the relative cost of labor and capital is constant. The transportation 
cost from mill to  market is calculated as a share of total variable process- 
ing cost. 
The cost of wood is calculated by adding the transportation cost to  
the delivery price, which is defined in the roundwood market (see Section 
5) .  Transportation cost is assumed to be a constant share of the round- 
wood price. For calculating the wood raw material cost per product unit, 
cost of wood a t  mill is multiplied by wood volume needed per product 
unit; this transformation quotiant in the model is a constant parameter. 
The principle for calculating the production cost related to input fac- 
tors other than wood is the same. The price of the input factors is divided 
by the quantity of forest industry products produced per unit input factor 
(shortly called average efficiency). If we take labor as an example the 
calculation is as follows: the wage cost per hour is divided by the number 
of units produced per hour - a  number that changes with the technologi- 
cal development, investments, and shutdowns -and the result is wage 
cost per produced unit (see also Section 4.3). Compared with the 
calculation of the cost of wood, the price of the other input factors than 
wood is treated as an exogenous variables and the efficiency in utilization 
of the factors as a variable. 
I 
mli(t) = p(t) .zi( t)  -vi(t).(l  + kf)]  [Si(t) -xj(t)] 
where 
vli =variable unit processing cost excluding cost for wood (#/ton) 
ci = prices of input factors (&/unit) 
2i = average production efficiency (ton/unit) 
vzi =total cost for domestic wood (#/year) 
pf = delivery price (& /m3) 
f = refers to forestry 
k2 = transportation cost between place of delivery and mill and cus- 
tom duties as a share of delivery price 
Sf = gross felling (m3Iyear) 
Xf = export of wood to competing regions (m3/year) 
E = consumption of fuelwood relative consumption of roundwood 
v3i =total cost for imported wood (&/year) 
Mf = import of wood. (m3/year) 
z = exchange rate (&/US$) 
vi = variable unit processing cost (&/ton) 
kl  =transportation cost between mill and market (and custom 
duties) as a share of variable costs 
mli =gross profit from domestic sale (&/year)  
7~~~ =gross profit from export ( f /year) as a share of variable costs 
mi = gross profit (&/year)  
pi = gross margin 
The present formulation can be criticized 
- for using a production function with fixed input coefficients for 
labor and capital 
- for combining different costs with different dynamic behaviors 
into just one cost factor 
- for treating transportation costs and efficiency in wood utiliza- 
tion as constant. 
- for using the same fuelwood share for import as for of domestic 
harvest 
4.2 Cash Flow 
In this version of the model we are operating with two inflows and one 
outflow of cash. One inflow is earnings before depreciation after subtract- 
ing a constant share representing interest payments, dividends, and 
taxes. Another financial source is net inflow of external money such as 
new loans after repayment of old ones. The external financing is 
expressed as a share of the first mentioned inflow - a  share that can for 
example be a linear function of the gross margin for new investments* 
relative to a gross margin reference value for alternative investment 
opportunities. The financial resources that these two cash inflows make 
up are all, with exception for a certain share that is withheld as working 
capital, used for investments. One part of this financial outflow is for 
investments in new forest industry capacity and the other part is for 
investments outside the sector (see next section). 
where 
ai = loans supplied by the capital market as a share of earnings 
before depreciation but after taxes, dividends and interests 
a = constant parameter 
p? =gross margin for new capacity 
k3 = reference value for gross margin 
Fi = financial resources ( f  )** 
Gross margin for new investments, pi7(t), is defined from gross margin for the whole indus- 
try adjusted for the lower variable unit processing cost. 
** F stanQs for the changes between two time periods thus F = F(t)-F(t-7) 




















